Create a Private GitHub Repository and Add “ibnesayeed” as a Collaborator

https://github.com/
cs531bot doesn’t have any public repositories yet.
Create a new repository

A repository contains all project files, including the revision history. Already have a project repository elsewhere? Import a repository.

Owner

Repository name

Great repository names are short and memorable. Need inspiration? How about legendary-ecto-winner?

Description (optional)

A tutorial implementation of a rudimentary HTTP server

Public

Private

You choose who can see and commit to this repository.

Initialize this repository with a README

This will let you immediately clone the repository to your computer.

Add a language: Python

Add a license: None

Create repository
http-server-tutor

A tutorial implementation of a rudimentary HTTP server
Watch the Course Discussion Repository and Introduce Yourself

https://github.com/cs531-f22/cs531-f22.github.io/discussions
GitHub Discussions

Introduce yourself

Hi, I am Dr. Sawood Alam, a Web and Data Scientist of the Wayback Machine at the Internet Archive.

 Caleb Bradolf replied

Hey all, I am Caleb Bradford and I am currently an undergraduate senior taking this class at the graduate level through the Linked Program. I trans...
Introduce yourself #1

ibnesayeed announced in Announcements

Hi,

I am Dr. Sawood Alam, a Web and Data Scientist of the Wayback Machine at the Internet Archive. I will be the instructor for the CS 431/531 Web Server Design course this Fall 2022 semester. Looking forward to seeing you all in the class.

Hello,

I am...
Fork the Course Repository, Add Your Details in the Members List, and Create a Pull Request

https://github.com/cs531-f22/cs531-f22.github.io/
Create a new fork

A fork is a copy of a repository. Forking a repository allows you to freely experiment with changes without affecting the original project. View existing forks.

Owner *  Repository name *

@inesayeed / cs531-f22.github.io

By default, forks are named the same as their parent repository. You can customize the name to distinguish it further.

Description (optional)

ODU CS 431/531 Web Server Design - Fall 2022

- Copy the main branch only
  
  Contribute back to cs531-f22.cs531-f22.github.io by adding your own branch. Learn more.

You are creating a fork in your personal account.

Create fork
git config --global user.name "Sawood Alam"
git config --global user.email "salam@cs.odu.edu"
git clone https://github.com/ibnesayeed/cs531-f22.github.io.git
Cloning into 'cs531-f22.github.io'...
remote: Enumerating objects: 134, done.
remote: Counting objects: 100% (134/134), done.
remote: Compressing objects: 100% (112/112), done.
remote: Total 134 (delta 40), reused 113 (delta 21), pack-reused 0
Receiving objects: 100% (134/134), 10.93 MiB | 7.98 MiB/s, done.
Resolving deltas: 100% (40/40), done.
cd cs531-f22.github.io
ls -l
nano _data/members.csv
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>csid</th>
<th>name</th>
<th>ghid</th>
<th>repo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>salam</td>
<td>Sawood Alam, ibnesayeed</td>
<td></td>
<td>cs531-webserver</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
cs531@linux:~/cs531-f22.github.io$ **git status**

On branch main
Your branch is ahead of 'origin/main' by 1 commit.
(use "git push" to publish your local commits)

Changes not staged for commit:
(use "git add <file>..." to update what will be committed)
(use "git restore <file>..." to discard changes in working directory)
  modified:   data/members.csv

no changes added to commit (use "git add" and/or "git commit -a")
cs531@linux:~/cs531-f22.github.io$ **git diff**
diff --git a/_data/members.csv b/_data/members.csv
index 6a44a61..fa469c2 100644
--- a/_data/members.csv
+++ b/_data/members.csv
@@ -1 +1,2 @@
    csid, name, ghi, repo
+salam, Sawood Alam, ibnesayeed, cs531-webserver

cs531@linux:~/cs531-f22.github.io$
cs531@linux:~/cs531-f22.github.io$ git add _data/members.csv
[main 46efa39] Add Sawood to members list
 1 file changed, 1 insertion(+)
cs531@linux:~/cs531-f22.github.io$ git commit -m "Add Sawood to members list"
On branch main
Your branch is ahead of 'origin/main' by 1 commit.
  (use "git push" to publish your local commits)
nothing to commit, working tree clean
cs531@linux:~/cs531-f22.github.io$ git status
Enumerating objects: 7, done.
Counting objects: 100% (7/7), done.
Delta compression using up to 16 threads
Compressing objects: 100% (4/4), done.
Writing objects: 100% (4/4), 387 bytes | 387.00 KiB/s, done.
Total 4 (delta 2), reused 0 (delta 0), pack-reused 0
remote: Resolving deltas: 100% (2/2), completed with 2 local objects.
To github.com:ibnesayeed/cs531-f22.github.io.git
  529ded3..46efa39  main -> main
cs531@linux:~/cs531-f22.github.io$
Add Sawood to members list

Adding a new member to the list.

Create pull request
Your Job Is Done!

Now I need to take care of the rest